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TO: Architectural Review and Historic Preservation Board  
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 Community Development Department 
 

RE: Humboldt Oaks Apartments - 2160 Humboldt Road, APN 002-050-061  

 

RECOMMENDATION 
 

Staff recommends that the Architectural Review and Historic Preservation Board adopt the 
required findings contained in the agenda report and approve the proposed project, subject to 
the recommended conditions. 
 
Proposed Motion 
 

I move that the Architectural Review and Historic Preservation Board adopt the required 
findings contained in the agenda report and approve Architectural Review 15-35 (Humboldt 
Oaks Apartments), subject to the recommended conditions. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 

The applicant proposes to construct 40 apartment units on a 2.2-acre site pre-zoned CC 
(Community Commercial) (See Attachment A, Location Map, and Attachment B, Project 
Description).  The site is pre-designated Commercial Mixed-Use by the City of Chico General 
Plan.  Allowable residential densities within the City’s CC zone and CMU General Plan 
designation range from 6 to 22 dwelling units/acre.   
 
Currently unincorporated, the applicant has applied for annexation under a separate 
application.  Any City approvals for the subject apartments will be contingent upon and not 
take effect until successful annexation of the site into City jurisdiction has occurred. 
 
The project site consists of a vacant residential parcel that has also served as a contractor’s 
yard in recent years.  Structures on the property include a single-family residence (1,200 sq. 
ft.), detached office (1,600 sq. ft.) and workshop (3,600 sq. ft.).  The site fronts on Humboldt 
Road and backs up to State Route 32 (SR 32).  The site is approximately 133 feet in width 
along Humboldt Road, widening to 380 feet along SR 32, and is 385 feet in depth.  Surrounding 
land uses include a residential senior care facility (east), single-family residential (west and 
north, across SR 32), and community gardens on City-owned property located south of 
Humboldt Road. 
 
The proposed development includes construction of a 40-unit apartment complex (“Humboldt 
Oaks Apartments”), resulting in a gross density of 17.4 units per gross acre (see Attachment 
C, Site Plan and Attachment D, Floor/Roof Plans).  The site design calls for four new buildings: 
two 2-story buildings with eight units each near the Humboldt Road frontage and two 3-story 
buildings with 12 units each located near the rear of the site adjacent to SR 32.  Each floor of 
each building would have four units.   
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A new entrance drive and pedestrian path would provide exclusive access to the site from 
Humboldt Road.  The project would include an 85-space parking area with landscaping around 
the buildings and between parking fields.  Bicycle parking for guests (8 spaces total) is provided 
near the front of each building.  Indoor bicycle storage for tenants is provided in storage closets, 
half of which would be located on private patios and the other half located directly adjacent to 
ground-floor entry paths (see floor plans).  The project also features an outdoor picnic shelter, 
two trash enclosures, and a centralized mailbox location.   
 
The landscape plans call for a variety of species, predominantly with moderate water demands 
(see Attachment E, Landscape Plans).  Parking lot shading is estimated to reach 
approximately 59 percent at maturity, with Valley oak and madrone providing most of the 
pavement shade.  Boston ivy is proposed at the trash enclosures to create a green-wall 
screening effect in the future.  As shown on the plans, electrical transformer boxes would be 
painted with unique graphics, with the exact artwork to be selected by the owner and reviewed 
by planning staff. 
 
The proposal includes 6-foot, capped cedar fencing along SR 32 and interior property lines, 
except along the easterly boundary where existing 6-foot wooden fencing is in good condition.  
Elements associated with the picnic area are featured on the landscape plans. 
 
Tree removal would include four Valley oaks, 6- to 8-inches in size.  Although the landscape 
plans indicate otherwise, no mitigation is required for the proposed tree removal pursuant to 
the City’s Tree Preservation Regulations (CMC 16.66), as the trees in question are too small 
to qualify.  Several trees around the perimeter of the site are planned for preservation.  
Conditions would require protection of the trees during construction. 
 
The proposed architecture is a modern-style, garden apartment with Craftsman-inspired 
accents and highly-articulated façades (see Attachment F, Elevations).  The building exteriors 
would be a combination of cement plaster with and corrugated metal siding, with flat metal 
awnings and varied hip-roof and parapet roof lines.  Each building is designed around a central, 
covered staircase that provides access to the units.  Roof-mounted air condenser units would 
be hidden behind parapets.   
 
Three color schemes are proposed: a Brown-Tan-White combination for two of the buildings, 
a Green-Red-White combination for one of the 3-story buildings, and a Blue-Gray-White 
combination for one of the 2-story buildings (see Attachment F, Elevations, and Attachment 
G, Perspective Renderings).   
 
Exterior lighting would include 14-foot, LED parking lot lights and various wall-mounted fixtures 
(see Attachment H, Photometrics and Attachment I, Lighting Cut-sheets).  All fixtures are 
full-cutoff and would be directed downward, except for the motion-sensing lights that would be 
contained within the trash enclosures. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The proposed project would establish a higher density residential use on an existing transit 
route with nearby shopping opportunities.  The proposed apartments would be compatible with 
the adjacent senior residential care facility, and would not unduly impact the existing single-
family residential uses located west of the site.  Although many of the nearby properties to the 
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west are developed with low-density residential uses, the area has been planned for some 
time to be redeveloped with a combination of commercial and higher-density residential uses. 
The project is consistent with General Plan policies that encourage compatible infill 
development (LU-4.2 and LU-4.3), and context-sensitive design (CD-5.2 and CD-5.3) by 
transitioning from 2-story buildings toward the front of the site to 3-story buildings toward the 
rear.  The design is also consistent with policies that call for a strong pedestrian orientation by 
promoting interactions among tenants with entryways in close proximity to one another, and 
including color schemes that will lend way-finding amongst the buildings (CD-3.2 and CIRC-
4). The predominantly drought tolerant species selected for the landscaping are consistent 
with sustainability policies that promote water conservation and energy efficiency (SUS-4.2). 
 
The proposal is consistent with Design Guidelines (DGs) that call for incorporating common 
open space into the project design and including structural elements such as balconies and 
covered entryways (DG 4.1.41, 4.1.42, and 4.1.45).  The design reinforces a pedestrian-
friendly environment by situating the 2-story buildings nearer to the Humboldt Road frontage, 
and obscures views to parking areas with buildings and landscaping (DG, and 4.1.42).  The 
building color schemes and parking areas are situated to promote easy wayfinding and vehicle 
visibility to residents, consistent with DGs 4.1.31 and 4.1.52. 
 
Since only private patios will face Humboldt Road, the design may be less consistent with DGs 
that encourage fostering a sense of community by orienting front entryways toward the public 
street, as (4.1.35, 4.1.11, 4.1.13 and 4.1.24).  See Architect’s Project Description, Attachment 
B, for additional DG analysis. 
 
Rooftop condenser units and views of most of the surface parking would be screened by the 
buildings.  Landscaping will comply with State water conservation requirements.  Patios would 
provide some amount of private outdoor space for each unit, complemented by a common 
picnic area.  Staff recommends approval. 
 
REQUIRED FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL 
 
Environmental Review 
The project falls within the scope of the Initial Study and Mitigated Negative Declaration 
(IS/MND) that was adopted by the City Council on 08/02/16 (State Clearinghouse No. 
2016062052).  Pursuant to Section 15162 of the California Environmental Quality Act, no 
subsequent environmental review is necessary.  All of the mitigation measures identified by 
the IS/MND apply to the Humboldt Oaks Apartments development and are included in the 
recommended conditions, below. 
 
Architectural Review 
According to Chico Municipal Code Section 19.18.060, the Architectural Review and Historic 
Preservation Board shall determine whether or not a project adequately meets adopted City 
standards and design guidelines, based upon the following findings: 
 
1. The proposed development is consistent with the General Plan, any applicable specific 

plan, and any applicable neighborhood or area plans. 
 

The project is consistent with General Plan policies that encourage compatible infill 
development (LU-4.2 and LU-4.3), and context-sensitive design (CD-5.2 and CD-5.3) by 
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transitioning from 2-story buildings toward the front of the site to 3-story buildings toward 
the rear.  The design is also consistent with policies that call for a strong pedestrian 
orientation by promoting interactions among tenants with entryways in close proximity to 
one another, and including color schemes that will aid way-finding amongst the buildings 
(CD-3.2 and CIRC-4). The predominantly native, drought tolerant species selections for 
the proposed landscaping are consistent with sustainability policies that promote water 
conservation and energy efficiency (SUS-4.2).  The project is not located within the bounds 
of a specific plan or neighborhood plan.   

 
2. The proposed development, including the character, scale, and quality of design are 

consistent with the purpose/intent of this chapter and any adopted design guidelines. 
 
The proposal is consistent with Design Guidelines that call for incorporating common open 
space into the project design and including structural elements such as balconies and 
covered entryways (DG 4.1.41, 4.1.42, and 4.1.45).  The design reinforces a pedestrian-
friendly environment by situating the 2-story buildings nearer to the Humboldt Road 
frontage, and obscures views to parking areas with buildings and landscaping (DG 4.2.52, 
4.1.53 and 4.2.12).  The building color schemes and parking areas are situated to promote 
easy wayfinding and vehicle visibility to residents, consistent with DGs 4.1.31 and 4.1.52. 

 
3. The architectural design of structures, including all elevations, materials and colors are 

visually compatible with surrounding development.  Design elements, including screening 
of equipment, exterior lighting, signs, and awnings, have been incorporated into the project 
to further ensure its compatibility with the character and uses of adjacent development. 

 
The design, materials and colors of the proposed new buildings reflect a modern residential 
style with rural accents (corrugated metal), that include a variety of masses and forms that 
will be visually compatible with the site and surrounding residential development.  Exterior 
equipment will be properly screened from view by the buildings and landscape plantings. 

 
4. The location and configuration of structures are compatible with their sites and with 

surrounding sites and structures, and do not unnecessarily block views from other 
structures or dominate their surroundings. 

 
The proposed three-story buildings will be larger than other nearby structures, however will 
not block existing private views.  Three-story construction is consistent with the adjacent 
R3 and CC zoning districts, the existing nearby sites with which the project would contrast 
most are single-story residential buildings that are not consistent with the R3 zoning 
standards. Because the project is located within an area transitioning toward zoning 
compliance (i.e. will likely be annexed and able in the future to redevelop at higher densities 
with larger buildings), it is found that the proposed structures are compatible with the site 
and do not unnecessarily block views from other structures or unacceptably dominate their 
surroundings, and are consistent with General Plan policies that encourage infill 
development. 
 

5. The general landscape design, including the color, location, size, texture, type, and 
coverage of plant materials, and provisions for irrigation and maintenance, and protection 
of landscape elements, have been considered to ensure visual relief, to complement 
structures, and to provide an attractive environment.  
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A variety of trees, shrubs and perennials are provided in the project and will provide a 
variety of structure, color and coverage of open spaces between buildings and parking 
fields.  Preserving existing healthy trees, as conditioned, around the perimeter will aide in 
buffering the site from adjacent residential development.   
 

RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
 
1. All approved building plans and permits shall note on the cover sheet that the project 

shall comply with AR 15-35 (Humboldt Oaks Apartments).  The approval documents 
for this project are date stamped Mar 29, 2016.  

 
2. All wall-mounted utilities and roof or wall penetrations, including vent stacks, utility 

boxes, exhaust vents, gas meters and similar equipment, shall be screened by 
appropriate materials and colors.  Adequate screening shall be verified by Planning 
staff prior to issuance of a certificate of occupancy. 
 

3. The approval of AR 15-35 (Humboldt Oaks Apartments) shall only become effective 
upon successful annexation of the subject site (A.P. No. 002-050-061) to the City of 
Chico.  
 

4. All new electric, telephone, and other wiring conduits for utilities shall be placed 
underground in compliance with CMC 19.60.120. 
 

5. Additional public right-of-way along Humboldt Road shall be dedicated, as necessary 
to provide a 32-foot half-section and new public frontage improvements 
(curb/gutter/sidewalk, etc.), shall be installed during project construction, as required 
by the Public Works Department. 
 

6. Trees shown to be retained with the project shall be protected 
during construction.  Landscape plans shall include a sheet that specifies tree 
protection fencing around the drip line of all retained trees, and note that the fencing 
shall be inspected by Planning staff prior to commencement of demolition, 
clearing/grubbing, or other construction activities. Civil and architectural drawings shall 
be modified, as applicable, to avoid any trenching and to minimize hardscape 
improvements and/or grade changes within existing drip line areas.   Landscape 
plans shall specify appropriate mulch materials to be placed beneath existing drip lines 
at project completion.   
 

7. The developer shall comply with the mitigation measures set forth by the adopted 
Mitigated Negative Declaration and Mitigation Monitoring Program for the “Humboldt 
Oaks Apartments (ANX 15-05, UP 15-18, AR 15-35)”, as follows: 
 
a. MITIGATION C.1 (Air Quality): To minimize air quality impacts during the 

construction phase of the project, specific best practices shall be incorporated during 
initial grading and subdivision improvement phases of the project as specified in 
Appendix C of the Butte County Air Quality Management District’s CEQA Air Quality 
Handbook, October 23, 2014, available at http://bcaqmd.shasta.com/wp-
content/uploads/CEQA-Handbook-Appendices-2014.pdf. Examples of these types 
of measures include but are not limited to:   
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 Limiting idling of construction vehicles to 5 minutes or less. 

 Ensuring that all small engines are tuned to the manufacturer’s specifications. 

 Powering diesel equipment with Air Resources Board-certified motor vehicle 
diesel fuel. 

 Utilizing construction equipment that meets ARB’s 2007 certification standard 
or cleaner. 

 Using electric powered equipment when feasible. 
 

b. MITIGATION D.1 (Biological Resources): Vegetation removal or ground disturbance 
should be conducted between September 1st and February 28th (non-breeding 
season) to prevent impacts to protected birds that may be utilizing the project area 
to nest. If vegetation removal or ground disturbance occurs during the breeding 
season (March 1st-August 31st), then a pre-construction survey should be 
conducted by a qualified biologist to locate potential nests of protected bird species 
and establish a no disturbance buffer zone around nests that is sufficient to ensure 
breeding is not likely to be disrupted or adversely impacted by construction activities. 
No construction activities will commence within the buffer area until a qualified 
biologist confirms the nest is no longer active. The survey should be conducted no 
more than 14 days before the beginning of construction. If no nests are identified, 
no additional mitigation would be necessary. 
 

c. MITIGATION E.1. (Cultural Resources): Prior to any ground disturbance the 
developer shall arrange to have a qualified archaeologist conduct a pedestrian 
survey within the parcel(s) planned for development/redevelopment in the 
annexation area, with a tribal monitor from the Mechoopda Tribe present.  The 
survey shall determine the number and placement of shovel test pits to investigate 
the possibility of subsurface resources. Soil from the test pits shall be screened 
through standard quarter-inch mesh (hardware cloth).  The results of the survey shall 
be reported to City planning staff by letter from the consulting archaeologist.  If no 
subsurface evidence of prehistoric cultural resources is located, no additional pre-
construction mitigation is necessary under this measure.  Should any prehistoric 
cultural resources be located, additional consultation with the Mechoopda Tribe shall 
occur before any construction-related ground disturbance.  If historic resources are 
discovered, evaluation by a qualified archaeologist will be necessary before any 
construction related ground disturbance. 
 

d. MITIGATION E.2. (Cultural Resources): Prior to the start of any construction or 
ground disturbance, the developer shall arrange for construction crews to be given 
cultural awareness training by a qualified archaeologist, and shall provide adequate 
notification to City planning staff regarding the time and location of the training. 

 
e. MITIGATION E.3. (Cultural Resources): A note shall be placed on all grading and 

construction plans which informs the construction contractor that if any evidence of 
prehistoric cultural resources (freshwater shells, beads, bone tool remnants or an 
assortment of bones, soil changes including subsurface ash lens or soil darker in 
color than surrounding soil, lithic materials such as flakes, tools or grinding rocks, 
etc.), or historic cultural resources ( foundations or walls, structures and remains 
with square nails, refuse deposits or bottle dumps, often associated with wells or old 
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privies), the developer or their supervising contractor shall cease all work within the 
area of the find and notify Planning staff at 879-6800.  A qualified archaeologist shall 
be retained by the developer to evaluate the significance of the find.  Further, 
Planning staff shall notify the Mechoopda Tribe to provide the opportunity to monitor 
evaluation of the site.  Site work shall not resume until the archaeologist conducts 
sufficient research, testing and analysis of the archaeological evidence to make a 
determination that the resource is either not cultural in origin or not potentially 
significant.  If a potentially significant resource is encountered, the archaeologist 
shall prepare a mitigation plan for review and approval by the Community 
Development Director, including recommendations for total data recovery, Tribal 
monitoring, disposition protocol, or avoidance, if applicable. All measures 
determined by the Community Development Director to be appropriate shall be 
implemented pursuant to the terms of the archaeologist’s report.  If human remains 
are discovered, all work must immediately cease, and the local coroner must be 
contacted. Procedures for the discovery of human remains will be followed in 
accordance with provisions of the State Health and Safety Code, Sections 7052 and 
7050.5 and the State Public Resources Code Sections 5097.9 to 5097.99.  If the 
Coroner determines that the remains are those of a Native American, the Coroner 
shall contact the NAHC and subsequent procedures shall be followed, according to 
State Public Resources Code Sections 5097.9 to 5097.99, regarding notification of 
the Native American Most Likely Descendant.  The preceding requirement shall be 
incorporated into construction contracts and plans to ensure contractor knowledge 
and responsibility for proper implementation.  

 
PUBLIC CONTACT 
 

Public notice requirements are fulfilled by placing a notice on the project site and by posting of 
the agenda at least 10 days prior to the ARHPB meeting. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 

A. Location Map 
B. Architect’s Project Description 
C. Site Plan 
D. Floor/Roof Plans (7 sheets) 
E. Landscape Plans (2 sheets) 
F. Building Elevations (8 sheets) 
G. Perspective Renderings (5 sheets) 
H. Photometric Plans (4 sheets) 
I. Lighting Details (15 pages) 

 
DISTRIBUTION (5) 
Bob Summerville, Senior Planner 
Mike Sawley, Associate Planner 
Fishcamp, LLC, Attn: Pat Conroy, 1357 East 8th Street, Chico, CA 95928 
NorthStar Eng., Attn: Ty Yurkovic, 111 Mission Ranch Blvd, Ste. 100, Chico, CA 95926 
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